
“My Goals as an AJSA Trustee” 
 

 Representing the number one breed association in the world as an AJSA trustee would be both an honor 
and a privilege. As a trustee, I would set numerous goals for our association. As the Georgia Junior Simmental 
Association’s President for four years our numbers tripled in participation. I can’t take credit totally for this 
increase but with my mom’s help we started the GJSA Newsletters which went out quarterly to all members. 
This was both educational and informational. As juniors we started a sweepstakes contest that awarded GJSA 
members with prizes for studying the newsletter and for participating in events throughout the year. Reading the 
newsletter taught them about raising Simmental cattle and gave hints of how they could participate in events to 
earn points for the sweepstakes contest. Implementing a similar sweepstakes program on the national level 
would help continue growth of exhibitors choosing Sim-genetics for their projects. With this program, I would 
like to see each state start a sweepstakes program that would provide a scholarship for exhibitors to use to travel 
and participate in both regional and national contest. Trustees could work one on one with their state and 
surrounding states to encourage the program. AJSA members would be encouraged to discuss events that they 
could participate in with trustees in order to form a bond and help them to know they always have a mentor.  
 Implementing another contest to junior and senior exhibitors that will help with their future would be a 
Career Development Contest. This contest would test the participants on their interviewing and resume skills. 
This contest encourages skills such as communications and realistically could help them learn ways to secure 
the positions they want. Submitting a resume and having it graded on grammar, punctuation, spelling and 
correct font, etc. Then there is the actual interview process where judges would question the contestant on their 
knowledge and experience for said position. This contest also helps build confidence and is a great tool as the 
judges would offer criticism that will hopefully help the contestant year after year. By participating in this 
contest realistically juniors could have the perfect resume created by the time they turn 21. This happens from 
participating and learning from the suggestions offered by industry judges.  

Showing cattle is a huge passion of mine, but another passion is livestock evaluation. Evaluation on the 
national level is already being done with the livestock judging contest. I feel the addition of a program aiding in 
the mentorship of younger exhibitors on the benefits of quality Sim-genetics would enhance their abilities to 
choose their own projects and build confidence and knowledge. A hands on approach during the mentor 
program that allows experienced stockman to work one on one with the novice division on livestock evaluation. 
Furthermore, this greater understanding of industry expectations builds an infrastructure for young people to 
continue their passion for Simmental cattle. Anytime, we as the senior exhibitors can “pay-it-forward” and be a 
mentor to novice exhibitors I feel is both an honor and a privilege. After all no senior exhibitor got where they 
are today without the help of many role models along their journey.  

For me representing the breed association (Simmental) that I eat, sleep and breathe would be right there 
at the top of my bucket list.  I truly appreciate the opportunity to apply for one of these coveted positions and 
promise if I were blessed with this opportunity would work hard and continue to “pay forward” my passion for 
this breed association by treating all AJSA members fairly and equally. There is no guess work involved in 
devoting two years to an association that has molded me into the Simmental breeder I am. Representing and 
speaking about Simmental cattle will not be a job it will be a fun adventure. I promise to always maintain a 
cooperative attitude and as always will be learning from my fellow trustees, exhibitors and AJSA adult 
members. Respect is a given with me and I will at all times display good manners, dignity, good attitude, 
appropriate dress/grooming and above all passion for the AJSA and Simmental cattle.  

Please consider me for one of the positions on the AJSA Board or Trustees. If elected I will promise to 
strive to enhance youth potential for life success by instilling a comprehensive understanding of the beef 
industry while developing leadership, networking, and communication skills. Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Gibson Priest 
AJSA Member #257279 
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